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Trevor Bosetti is a Senior at the University of Florida’s Heavener 
School of Business, pursuing an undergraduate degree in Business 
Management and minors in Entrepreneurship and Real Estate. 
Trevor plans to continue his education at the University of Florida 
through pursuing a Master of Science in Information Systems and 
Operations Management. 
 
Throughout his time at UF, Trevor has made sure to involve himself 
with people, organizations, and clubs that would further his personal 
and professional development.  Trevor was a member and participant 
of the Heavener Leadership Challenge where aspiring business 
leaders met to learn valuable leadership skills and in turn continue to 
develop and hone personal traits that are integral to overall success. 
Trevor was also a member of the entrepreneurship collective organization, a collection of students 
with interest or experience in the world of entrepreneurship that meet and collaborate on possible 
problems to solve, or projects currently underway. Finally, Trevor is a member of The Delta Chi 
fraternity where he served as the external Philanthropy chair, helping organize promotional events 
and campaigns that helped serve the Jimmy V foundation for cancer research. The involvement in 
all of these different campus organizations has helped Trevor further develop himself personally 
and professionally; making him an ambitious, achievement oriented individual, who thrives in 
team settings.     
 
Aside from involvement in clubs and organizations Trevor has also received a diverse amount of 
professional experience in his time at UF. Trevor spent his Freshman summer as a digital 
Marketing intern for CEA, a local marketing firm where Trevor was able to gain valuable skills in 
various digital marketing tools as well as customer profiling. Trevor spent the ensuing summer 
working on a campaign with ESPN to help rebrand the NCAA’s St. Petersburg Bowl game into 
the Gasparilla Bowl. Trevor assisted in coordinating a commercial that aired nationally, and in the 
management of a promotional social media campaign. This past summer, Trevor was able to get 
his first taste of working in the field of entrepreneurship and more distinctly the start-up industry. 
Trevor worked as the Investor relations intern for The Tampa Bay Wave, a Tampa based start-up 
accelerator that helps companies build, launch, or grow their companies. Trevor assisted the 
director of investor relations in building The Wave’s investor network and in turn helping company 
founders within the accelerator find possible connections to investment capital. In his time at The 
Wave, Trevor also worked on a project funded by the EDA to help educate potential investors 
across the state of Florida on what it means to invest in tech start-ups, with the overall goal of 
bringing more investment capital into the industry. 
 
Trevor has been passionate about the world of entrepreneurship ever since he was a kid in 
Clearwater Florida. Trevor hopes to one day become a successful part of the business community 
by finding ways to continue the rapid innovation we are seeing around the world in a manner that 
is safe, sustainable, and beneficial for all current and future generations. 
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